
Photo Image Judging workshop
Participant Pre-requisites
Participants will have:
•   A sound technical knowledge of photography. [see WAPF Photography
• 101 for content]
•   A working knowledge of fundamental design principles for photography
•   The ability to communicate verbally in a clear and concise manner.

In addition, it is desirable that participants should comply with at least three of the follow-
ing:
•   Have achieved Acceptances in a WAPF ratified competition within the
past 3 years
•   Have been a member of a camera/photography club for at least the past
3 years
•   Have regularly entered both print and projected images in club
exhibitions/competitions
•   Have exhibited their images at a community or national level

Performance Objectives
At the end of this workshop participants will be able to:
•   Consider the artistic merits of an image and its effectiveness at visual
communication
•   Identify key elements of design within an image, and determine how
successfully they have been employed
•   Assess the technical merits of production within an image and suggest
alternative techniques or approaches where appropriate
•   Evaluate the innovative content of an image and suggest enhancements/
alternatives
•   Deliver an image critique to an audience, based on the criteria provided,
showing respect for the image and care for the photographer’s feelings.

Workshop Content
Intro
  Competition/Exhibition systems
  Judging systems
  Assessment systems – absolute vs relative   Context counts – Subject vs Open
  Intro to photography standards
Judge’s PD
  Talking Turkey – brushing up on terminology and definitions   Genres
  Photography
  Elements of design for photography   Elements of design for visual art
  Know your biases – be Objective
  Sometimes this means rewarding a print, even if you don’t personally
like it. You don’t have to like the result, but should be able to



appreciate the craft, skill, imagination or vision when appropriate.
  Are you being overly generous because you Like this kind of image in
general?
  Are you responding because of what you are reading into the
subject? e.g. I’m sure she’s a sweet old lady
  Examining some quality benchmarks e.g. print quality
  Building some mental check lists   Evaluating against absolute standards
  Does Degree of Difficulty count?
  What and How many, skills are demonstrated? – compare a still life
to a set shot
  Expressions of Creativity
In the Spotlight
  Be Sincere. Be Concise.
  Remember you are judging in public. Choose your words accordingly.
  Respond to the image – then go analytical & intellectual
  Talking it up
  Keep it photographic. Don’t make it equipment dependant
  Describe the one change that would make the biggest impact, rather
than list them all
  Speak so the least experienced club member can understand
  Going for Gold – They who have the least distractions WIN

Constructive critique
Pick just one or two of these:
  Camera technique
  Lighting technique
  Framing & composition
  Posing, styling, propping
  Areas to be lightened (dodged) or darkened (burnt)   Areas to be cropped
  Areas to be retouched or retouching issues
  Does the image convey emotion or feeling?
  Is the technique appropriate for the subject?
  Is their too much or too little post-production work?   Print quality


